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The Role of IT in Shipbuilding
S. Krüger, TU Hamburg- Harburg

1 Introduction

There can be no doubt that any improvement of the shipbuilding process, regardless whether product
improvement or process optimization, can be achieved today without massive support of information
technology. Any program with the aim to reduce manhours or to increase the technological level of the
product itself always results in development demands of IT- based tools, interfaces, data management
or processors. Therefore, we can conclude that one of the strategic key values lies in the development,
management and application of latest information technology.

Surprisingly, despite the strategical key value of IT based technologies, it can often be observed that
investments in the IT- sector are not determined by rational criteria which neither take into account
the strategical value of that discipline nor a simple value for money balance.

This does especially hold for the shipbuilding industry with complex products, sophisticated produc-
tion processes and logistic chains which all have to cope with the extremely short product development
cycles and where the fierce competition has already lead to a remarkable reduction of the players in the
field, often due to technical delivery problems or extensive manhours.

To remain in the market, European shipbuilding industry has to optimize products and processes
to the maximum possible. Consequently, a strong engagement in R&D especially in IT- technologies
is a major strategical playing field. This paper describes main conclusions derived from the current
situation and the author points out fields where development has to take place in the future.

2 Early design versus detailed design

The shipbuilding industry is especially characterized by rather complex products which have to be
developed in extremely short time. This basically well known situation is demonstrated by Fig. 1.
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Abbildung 1: Comparison between actual costs and cost level fixed by the design for one RoRo ship
and all 6 ships of the series.

Here, the actual costs generated by a specific phase of the product development are plotted against
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the total costs fixed by the design. The diagram was developed based on the cost calculations of FSG´s
RoRo series for the Turkish customer UND. The graph clearly shows that roughly 70% of the total costs
are fixed within the first four weeks of the project. On the other hand, little costs are generated during
this phase only. This clearly shows the importance of the early design phase. Errors or insufficient risk
control during this phase leads to expensive corrections during detailed design or production phase or
to massive manhour increases.

There is no doubt that the delivery problems some shipyards had can be traced back to a wrong
decision (or acception of too high risk) during the initial design phase. As competition still increases
and the market is a totally customer controlled one, the increased productivity on one hand and the
demand for faster and more tailor made designs on the other hand will increase the gradient of the
initial design phase even further, making the strategical value of this phase more important. Speed
becomes the relevant key value, and in the future, we have to face the fact that it will not be sufficient
to control about 70% of the costs during the initial design phase only, the task is to set this number to
100% (total risk control). The importance of the initial design phase of the product development has be
disregarded by the the software suppliers: Most of the software development focussed on improvements
of the detailed design or production planning.

In total, these facts result in the following conclusions for the strategical development of IT- based
projects:

• To survive in the market, a shipyard has to offer more ship (design competence) at a lower price
(production competence) than a competitor. Design competence is dominated by the initial design
phase, where key values are speed and risk control.

• To support the initial design phase, we need tools that are fast enough to deliver results under
the severe time pressure on one hand. They have to support the design process in such a way
that they can give answers to the relevant design changes that are performed during the product
development.

• For many design tasks, not absolute numbers are needed but gradients that can help to optimize
the design and to control the technical risk.

• As the main task of the initial design phase is to analyze a design with respect to changes to
optimize it, we need tools, processors and product models that are flexible enough to handle
changes. As the design process is always inconsistent, we need IT- based solutions that support
the designer in this respect. Designing is more important than describing.

3 First Principles versus rule based Design

Due to the shortage of time in product development, designs are mainly based on the fulfillment of
empirical criteria or on design rules (rule based design). These rules have been developed by experts in
the past (e.g. rules of classification societies) based on empirical criteria related to the ships existing
at that time. Another aspect of these rules was that the design know-how is concentrated in these
rules, with the consequence that designs could be made by less experienced people (rule based or cook-
book designs). Nowadays, the situation has changed drastically: The pressure on the market and the
permanent need for competitive designs and products forces the designer to go far beyond the horizon
defined by the empirical design rules. Margins become smaller on one hand, and completely new ship
types and developments lead to physical phenomena that are not covered by empirical design rules.
Consequently, there is a strong need for first principle or simulation based applications to support the
design process in that way the designer needs to take his relevant decisions. On the other hand, most
of these first principle based methods are numerical methods and they require a large amount of input
data, which are typically idealized discretizations of the real ship. These models (e.g. FEM- model of
steel structure) including data pre- and post- processing required much manual work, and in many cases
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the cycle times of the calculation did not meet the requirements by the designers. In this context, the
calculations could hardly be used to check a given design (if the results were available before the first
steel was cut) but were far away from beeing design tools.

The goal was (and still is) to develop first principle based tools based on theories fast enough
and accurate enough to deliver answers to the designer´s questions during the initial design phase, to
automate data pre- and post- processing based on information available from preceding steps of the
design process and to rearrange the design process accordingly.
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Abbildung 2: Flowchart of reengineered steel structure design process based on first principle methods.
By courtesy of FSG, Flensburg

The complete re- engineering of the steel design process within the development of the first principle
based ship design system E4 (here demonstrated by a reengineered steel design process see fig. 2 )
resulted in the reduction of the cycle time for the global FEM- calculation from more than three months
to less than two weeks, including pre- approval by the classification society. The reduced cycle time then
offers the opportunity to design and optimize the steel structure for purpose, resulting in less weight,
lower vibration levels, less production manhours and reduced delivery problems.

The concept makes use of distributed developments, where research institutes and universities deliver
basic calculation methods or principles, which are then made fit for practical use in close cooperation
with the industry. Consequently, these findings result in the following conclusions for the strategical
development of IT- based projects:

• First Principle based methods should replace empirical design rules where ever possible. These
tools need to be customized to meet the designer´s needs. Over- engineering should be avoided
(appropriate methods for appropriate purposes).

• To benefit from these methods, they need to be automized as for as possible, and the design
process needs to be reengineered accordingly.

• The application of these methods requires highly skilled and trained engineers with sufficient
knowledge about the modelled physical phenomena and processes.
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4 Customized codes versus off the shelf developments

Like in other industries, it is often stated that IT- developments should benefit from standardization, too.
This aspect, which is in principle a useful approach, on the other hand often leads to misinterpretations
in such a way that tools should be developed for a couple of purposes or applications to cover a greater
market. From the economical viewpoint this may be correct, but it does not take into account the
strategical needs which are especially required under the severe time pressure of the early design stage:

From the evolution of the species we know that the more severe the boundary conditions are, the
more specialized the species need to be to survive. The same holds for the application of software tools
in product development: The better a code is tailored for a specific problem, the more efficient it will
solve the problem, where efficiency is defined by the quality of the result devided by the time needed to
achieve this result.

Abbildung 3: Two examples of customized solutions: The FEM grid generator is tailored for ship
structures, and the rudder flow in propeller slipstream also is a very special application

For example, a typical FEM- mesh of a steel structure (Fig.3, left) has completely different require-
ments than a mesh of an automotive manifold, and consequently needs different strategies to generate
the mesh, which can hardly be implemented both in one tool. The flow around the rudder in the pro-
peller slipstream is related to the flow around an airfoil, but for good reasons, no common aircraft code
is used. As the tailored development needs additional investment in development (which has to follow
economical principles to be competitive), a standard on a reasonable granularity should be introdu-
ced. This can be achieved by a tool box of standardized modular numerical calculation and simulation
procedures that can be combined and tailored to specific tasks. If backed by an open modular system
architecture and process knowledge, problem customized tools of high efficiency can be developed in
short time from these software bricks, which are highly specialized tools that are often developed by
Universities or other specialists.

From these findings, the following consequence arises:

• To cope with the efficiency required during the initial design stage, customized codes that have
been optimized to solve a specific problem need to be used.

• To develop such kind of codes with reasonable investment, a tool kit of sophisticated standardized
procedures needs to be used in an open context that can be easily combined to produce customized
tools.

5 Expert systems versus Experts

One major playing field in research and development is optimization of ships or subsystems. This is
related to automatic decision making which in some cases results in what is called expert systems. In
principle, there can be no doubt that optimizing strategies are useful tools, but they can only be applied
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usefully to problems where the target function can easily be expressed and where also the boundary
conditions can easily be formulated.

Unfortunately this is not the case for most problems in ship design, and consequently the question
arises if a computer is a useful tool for complex technical decision making. This is to be doubted,
because one key value of human experts is the ability to make creative decisions based on poor and
inconsistent information. Because human experts have a broad look on the problems also taking into
account side information or experience, where computer systems tend to look on the simplest problems
with the intensity of a laser beam. This indicates that the famous and sometimes still propagated make
ship button will probabely lead to a poor result. Can we then conclude that global optimization does
not make sense in ship design ?

Of course not, but we should look on it from a designer´s point of view: Especially when First
Principle algorithms are used, there is a strong need to automate procedures that have proven to serve
the designer in the best way: For example, a standard procedure can be programmed for the optimum
adjustment of the bulbous bow or the bilge radius based on CFD- calculations and systematic hull form
variations. The procedure reflects exactly the most efficient way to solve the problem (because it was
defined by the designer of the hull, probabely an expert) and can be automated easily as one design task.
In the same way, other tasks may be automated, and as results, local optimizers combining a couple of
tools are developed. On the next level, if sufficient experience is gained by the designer handling these
tools and the related information flow, there will arise the need to automate and combine some of the
local optimizers to more powerful tools and so on.
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Abbildung 4: Bottom up generation of design optimization tasks from design requirements

This clearly shows that the development of tools must follow a bottom up approach to be successful,
whereas top down views tend to tackle the problem too academic and therefore, often fail. This bot-
tom up development can obviously only be carried out if sufficiently skilled designers of high process
knowledge are willing to make their knowledge available. But if the same people define the development
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scenario for a tool that will be the end users (or close to the way of thinking of the possible end users),
this is twice efficient. On the other hand, such kind of development can lead to anarchism and unclear
software structures (typically most developments in the IT- scene are top- down approaches). It must
therefore be guided by a clear, open and modular system architecture with a high level of standardization
at suitable granularity. From these findings, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• Tool development should follow a bottom up approach, to reflect the necessities of the design
process as far as possible and to identify beneficial applications. So humans and computers
contribute where they are most efficient.

• Low level optimization leads to higher level optimization, provided the system architecture pre-
vents the process from anarchism.

• The development must be based on highly skilled design engineers with sufficient system- and
process knowledge.

6 Data model interfacing versus complete product model

One major playing field in IT- development is the development of product data models and the related
interfaces. Data models are subject to standardization (e.g. ISO APs) and the same holds for the
required interface programs. Most of todays´ problems regarding IT- developments are believed to be
solved if an appropriate, standardized product data model is developed that reflects most of the views
needed for todays applications and if the data interfaces required would exist. This opinion strongly
coincedes with the fact that most IT- development was carried out for the detailed design phase or
the data exchange with sub- suppliers (e.g. classification society), where in fact most of the existing
problems are data management problems.
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Abbildung 5: Different views on design relevant data, e.g. compartmentation. Some tasks can be served
directly by the data model implemented, some by data export to other applications.

On the other hand, this development disregards the fact that the freedom to make decisions during
the design process decreases drastically from the early design stage, where it is a strategical requirement,
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to the detailed design, where it is not necessary any more (refer Fig. 1). Consequently, the data models
should follow these requirements: In the beginning, we need more or less generic models that handle
a minimum of dependencies whereas during the detailed design we need models that can describe the
ship including all necessary details. Obviously, the demands on the data models derived from these
views are completely different, and it can be concluded that one data model would never serve both
demands (refer Fig. 5.) The conclusion is quite simple: To cover the whole process from initial design
to production and delivery, different tailor made data models are needed to serve each part of the whole
process with the necessary efficiency. Consequently, algorithms and interfaces have to be developed
to transfer a specific view into the next more detailed model further downstream in the development
process. From these basic facts, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The specific views on the design process requires different data models, each having a specific
focus.

• To ensure a sufficient efficiency, powerful procedures and interfaces have to be developed to transfer
the contents of one data model downstream to the next application towards detailed design.

7 Simultaneous engineering versus sequential work flow

If once fast and reliable design tools exist and if they can be applied during the initial design stage,
this gives the possibility to couple different engineering disciplines early enough to optimize not only a
part of the system, but the complete system itself. It is the multi-diciplinary, simultaneous enginering
that makes a design competitive, as the following example will show. On the other hand, one has to
be aware of the fact that new design tools do also have influence on the design process, which in some
cases has to be reengineered itself, as already mentioned above.
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Abbildung 6: Siumltaneous engeneering during the initial design stage

Simultaneous engineering becomes possible if design tasks, that had to be performed in the late
design stage can now be supplied with the required data in the initial design stage. Therefore, simul-
taneous engineering strongly depends on a well reengineered design process as well as on a suitable
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IT- infrastructre that has optimized the data work flow and generation. Open system architectures
providing sufficient flexibility to combine methods and data flows according to the process needs are the
fundamental basis for these requirements.

8 Open system architectures versus black box systems

In the past under the dominating influence of share holder value strategies, outsourcing of IT- com-
petence into turnkey black box systems has been propagated by substantial parts of the shipbuilding
industry. This was a reasonable solution when competitiveness was to be gained out of productivity
increases which were dominated by the late design phase. In this context, the minimization of complex
interfaces was the main reason for outsourcing IT- competence to external turnkey- solutions.

On the other hand, it was already mentioned above that the hard competition forces specialization,
which does also hold for the software industry. As a consequence, it can not be expected that a single
vendor (or system) is competitive in all fields, especially when we deal with highly specialized first
principle base simulation algorithms. Therefore, a more competitive solution seems to be what we call
an open method bank. The structure of such a method as first suggested by Nowacki et al, and a refined
architecture is plotted in Fig. 7
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Abbildung 7: System architecure of open method bank

The main concept behind this approach is that the method bank consists of a number of methods
which share a common data base and user interface. Typically, these methods are sophisticated deve-
lopments (mostly by universities or other research institutes) and represent the scientific state of the
art. To integrate these methods into the method bank, only a pre- and post- processor, based on stan-
dardized data management structures, need to be developed. If the methods are organized according
to the typical data flow of the product development phase, much information can be generated by a
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minimum of user input. As this concept is highly modular and flexible and as it relys on latest starte
of the art kernels developed by research instiutions combined with the experience of ship designers, it
clearly follows the approach of specialization and competitiveness. The disadvantage of this concept is
that extensive in house know how is required to adapt the concept for the individual needs. On the
other hand, if this know is available, it serves the product development, too. From these arguments,
the following conclusions can be drawn:

• Open and modular systems have competitive advantages compared to black box monolithic con-
cepts.

• New technologies such as frist principle or simulation based can more powerful be implemented in
open and flexible systems.

• The open method bank concept is most efficient in integrating heterogeneous and specialized tools,
provided sufficient in house know how has been established.

9 Conclusions

No improvement of products or processes can nowadays be achieved without massive investment in IT-
technologies. In shipbuilding, the initial design phase should become the main focus of strategic IT-
development due to the fact that the technical risk is mainly driven by the initial design. To remain in the
market means control of technical risk before signing the contract. Ships which are nowadys designed by
emprical rules will be designed by First Principle based simulations, simply because cook- book ships do
not represent competitive products for European shipyards. IT- system design as well as the culture in
shipbuilding will have to take this unavoidable change into account. This general trend- combined with
the severe pressure from the market- will force specialization, especially in IT development. Universities
with thier natural ability to create solutions for complex mathematical problems will definitely be back
on the scene. The development in total will become more dynamically and complex, and the promising
approach to cope with the new flexibility seems to be the open method bank concept. We should
never forget that each concept- even the most efficient one- requires highly skilled and well educated
people with scientific background. In this respect, the shipbuilding scene might require conceptual
reengeneering.
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